SPRING PERCUSSION
ENSEMBLE CONCERT
JEFF MOORE & KIRK GAY, DIRECTORS

Friday, April 6, 2007
8:00 p.m.
Visual Arts Auditorium

—PROGRAM—

Echoes
Chamber Ensemble

Prelude No. 2 in C-sharp Minor
Mallet Ensemble

A Carmen Portrait
Symphonic Ensemble

Promise Music [first performance]
Chamber Ensemble

Log Cabin Blues
Mallet Ensemble

Whispers
Symphonic Ensemble

Fascinatin’ Rhythm
Symphonic Ensemble

Echidna’s Arf (of You!)
Pop Percussion Ensemble

* * *

Please join us in the lobby for Black Steel, UCF’s steel drum ensemble.

Upside Down
Jack Johnson, arr. Jeremy Brown

While My Pan Gently Weeps
George Harrison, arr. Kirk Gay

Assurance
Paul Ross

Toucan Summer
Kirk Gay

Red, Red Wine
Neil Diamond, arr. Jeff Moore

* * *
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PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL
Sarah Lindner
Matt Roberts
Chris Burns
Jeremy Brown
Nicholas Giuliano
Christopher Otte
Jon Tirado
Melinda Leoce
Joe Moore III
Jon Cooper
Chris McWilliams
Joshua Brink
Kaylee Bonatakis
Corey Geiger
Rebekah Steele
Sheri Poskanzer

STEEL BAND PERSONNEL
Chris Burns
Jeremy Brown
Nicholas Giuliano
Joe Moore III
Kaylee Bonatakis
Melinda Leoce
Matt Roberts
Jon Tirado
Kehau Kuhi
Chris McWilliams